6 way round plug trailer wiring diagram

Before you tow any trailer, you should make sure it has functional trailer lights. Because
installation works related to electricity scary many vehicle owners away, they prefer the experts
at trailer shops to have the job done for them instead of trying to figure out how things work.
While the basic configuration is a 4-way flat connector that features one female and three male
ends, you may come across connectors with up to seven pins for additional functions that
require wiring, including electrically actuated brakes, power source for a winch, etc. This is the
most common scenario. It has three poles for basic functions running lights, turn signals, and
brake lights and one pin for the ground. This connector is commonly found on most light-duty
trailers. When wiring trailer lights, make sure to route the harness away from anything that
could damage the wires. Trailers longer than 15 feet and heavier than 1, lbs must have a brake
system â€” that means another circuit for hydraulic brakes. The fifth wire blue is meant for
reverse lights; this connection is needed to disconnect the hydraulic trailer coupler or actuator
when the vehicle is backing up, thus deactivating the brakes on a trailer. Apart from providing
basic functions, this connector has 2 more ports for electric brake control blue and 12V power
supply black or red. Now that you know the types of connectors, you have to determine what
you have on your vehicle to make the connection to a trailer. They developed a universal trailer
connector that has been used on their vehicles since the s. To determine how to wire up trailer
lights, you need to know whether your vehicle has a factory-installed trailer package and
whether a plug-and-play T-connector is available for it on the market. As a matter of fact, the
aftermarket offers harnesses to join two connectors of any type. Even if your vehicle is not
equipped with a connector, it may have a wiring plug located in the rear. Depending on the
model, the location may vary from inside of trunk to under the rear floor panel. If there are
absolutely no provisions for trailer lights , you are electrically inclined or have a rough idea of
how to wire trailer lights, you might consider splicing into your existing wiring. In this case, you
will need a set of wiring taps and a pair of pliers. To connect the electric system of your trailer
to the vehicle, you will be using special connector. Above we have describes the main types of
trailer wiring diagrams. Below is the generic schematic of how the wiring goes. Note, that this
type of 4-pin connector is less common, that 4-pin flat connector. As a rule, you can find these
connectors on the older trailers and older vehicles built in the U. At the moment, neiter tow
vehicles nor trailers are equipped with round 4-pin connectors from the factory. As a rule,
5-Way flat connectors are used for trailers that feature surge brakes or hydraulic brakes. The
extra wire, as a rule, is used to power backup lights. When it is plugged, it disengages hydraulic
trailer actuator when you reverse, so the trailer brakes are off at that moment. A very good
explanation what the black wire in the 7-way connector is for. I couldn't find the explanation in 4
more sites I reviewed. Thanks for the help! Being SAE certified mechanic, Andrew knows how
your vehicle works and how to make it run even smoother. Built with quality and strength that
will match that of your rig, our truck accessories are custom designed to enhance the
appearance and function of your vehicle. Submit your review. Average rating:. Macdougall on
Bully. Bond on Bully. Last Updated: Jan. Bully Side Steps. Bully Bull Bars. Bully Running
Boards. Bully Tonneau Covers. Bully Wheel Covers. Bully Hitch Steps. Bully Chrome Grilles.
Bully Trailer Hitches. Bully Pedal Pads. Bully Fuel Doors. Check this box to confirm you are
human. Before you tow any trailer, you should make sure it has functional trailer lights.
Because installation works related to electricity scary many vehicle owners away, they prefer
the experts at trailer shops to have the job done for them instead of trying to figure out how
things work. While the basic configuration is a 4-way flat connector that features one female
and three male ends, you may come across connectors with up to seven pins for additional
functions that require wiring, including electrically actuated brakes, power source for a winch,
etc. This is the most common scenario. It has three poles for basic functions running lights,
turn signals, and brake lights and one pin for the ground. This connector is commonly found on
most light-duty trailers. When wiring trailer lights, make sure to route the harness away from
anything that could damage the wires. Trailers longer than 15 feet and heavier than 1, lbs must
have a brake system â€” that means another circuit for hydraulic brakes. The fifth wire blue is
meant for reverse lights; this connection is needed to disconnect the hydraulic trailer coupler or
actuator when the vehicle is backing up, thus deactivating the brakes on a trailer. Apart from
providing basic functions, this connector has 2 more ports for electric brake control blue and
12V power supply black or red. Now that you know the types of connectors, you have to
determine what you have on your vehicle to make the connection to a trailer. They developed a
universal trailer connector that has been used on their vehicles since the s. To determine how
to wire up trailer lights, you need to know whether your vehicle has a factory-installed trailer
package and whether a plug-and-play T-connector is available for it on the market. As a matter
of fact, the aftermarket offers harnesses to join two connectors of any type. Even if your vehicle
is not equipped with a connector, it may have a wiring plug located in the rear. Depending on

the model, the location may vary from inside of trunk to under the rear floor panel. If there are
absolutely no provisions for trailer lights , you are electrically inclined or have a rough idea of
how to wire trailer lights, you might consider splicing into your existing wiring. In this case, you
will need a set of wiring taps and a pair of pliers. People also ask What is the color code for
trailer wiring? Expert Reply: You have it right so far, the 4-way connector is just as you have
stated. What is a 7 way trailer connector? What is the brown wire on a trailer? On a 4-Way flat
trailer wiring harness, white is the ground, brown is running lights, yellow is left turn signal and
green is right turn signal. What is blue wire on trailer lights? Electric Brakes Sometimes this will
be black wire in a double wire cord with the white. What is the red wire on trailer lights? The red
wire is the turn signal wire and will be run to the green wire of your harness if its the right turn
signal side, and the black wire will run to the brown wire of your harness. The yellow wire from
your harness will run to the left turn signal red wire. What is a 5 pin trailer connector? Expert
Reply: On a 5-Way trailer connector, usually found on boat trailers, the pin on the end furthest
from the ground pin is used on an electric reverse lockout on the trailer coupler. What does a 7
pin trailer plug do? What is the brown wire on trailer lights? Expert Reply: On a 4-Way flat trailer
wiring harness, white is the ground, brown is running lights, yellow is left turn signal and green
is right turn signal. How much voltage should a trailer brake controller put out? With the brake
controller gain turned all the way up, you should be seeing closer to volts at your trailer
connector. You are losing voltage somewhere between the brake controller and the trailer
connector. How many amps do electric trailer brakes draw? On each individual electric brake
magnet the amperage draw would be 3. Most Popular Searches in USA trailer wiring; trailer
brake wiring; trailer light wiring diagram; trailer wiring diagram; 7 pin trailer wiring; trailer wire;
7 pin trailer wiring diagram; trailer plug wiring diagram; 4 wire trailer wiring; 7 way trailer plug
wiring diagram; trailer wire diagram; 7 pin trailer plug diagram; 7 pin trailer plug wiring diagram;
trailer brake wiring diagram; 7 way trailer wiring; 7 way trailer plug wiring diagram gmc; wiring
trailer lights; trailer plug wiring; 7 way trailer wiring diagram; 7 pin trailer plug; 7 pin trailer
wiring diagram with brakes; 7 pin wiring diagram; 7 way trailer plug; 7 pin trailer connector;
trailer plug; 7 wire trailer plug. How useful was this info? Average rating 4. Vote count: No votes
so far! Be the first to rate this info. Being SAE certified mechanic, Andrew knows how your
vehicle works and how to make it run even smoother. Built with quality and strength that will
match that of your rig, our truck accessories are custom designed to enhance the appearance
and function of your vehicle. What is the color code for trailer wiring? Click on a star to rate it!
Bully Side Steps. Bully Bull Bars. Bully Running Boards. Bully Tonneau Covers. Bully Wheel
Covers. Bully Hitch Steps. Bully Chrome Grilles. Bully Trailer Hitches. Bully Pedal Pads. Bully
Fuel Doors. Same as 4 way system listed above but adds a extra blue wire for brake signal or
auxiliary power. The red and blue wire can be used for brake control or auxiliary. Use on a small
motorcycle trailer, snowmobile trailer or utility trailer. See "Tow Vehicle Taillight Wiring" below.
Note: The black sometimes red 12v and blue electric brakes wire may need to be reversed to
suit the trailer. Check with a test light or VOM. Uses: horse trailer, travel trailers, landscaping
trailer, car trailer, etc. Round 2" diameter connector allows additional pin for auxiliary 12 volt
power or backup lights. Uses: heavy duty landscaping trailer, car trailer, boat trailers, horse
trailer, travel trailer, construction trailer, etc. When towing a car behind a truck or motorhome,
diodes are needed for taillight wire harness. More info on how to wire.. Taillight Converters are
used when the tow vehicle has separate wires for turn signals and brake lights 3 wire system.
More info. When I have the headlights on and apply the brakes, all the lights on my trailer go
out. You may have a weak ground problem. A poor ground that is strong enough to provide
some lighting functions but not all. When the taillights and brake lights are used at the same
time, it creates the maximum amp load of the lights on the trailer. If a ground problem exists, it
will show at this point. The places to check grounds are as follows. When I use one turn signal
the other one blinks. This is usually related to one of two things. The first could be a short
somewhere in the system. All trailer wiring and the tow vehicle connector should be checked
and tested. The second, which is the most common problem, is a weak ground in the system.
Should I unplug my boat trailer when I back my boat into the water? You should always unplug
your boat trailer when backing into the water. Possible live wire shorting to ground. Check all
wires for bare copper or places where a wire or cable could be pinched. Possible overload of
too many lights on the trailer. Calculate the amp load your trailer is pulling, see below. Large
trucks, vans or suvs can handle more. Check your owners manual. NOTE: For estimating use
only. Amperage is rounded to the nearest whole value. May not apply in all cases. Always check
with your tow vehicles owners manual about adding additional loads to your electrical system.
Some 12 volt batteries produce up to 14 volts on full charge. Use a VOM volt ohm meter to test.
Automotive Accessories Connection. Your car, truck, van, crossover, suv and auto accessories
dealer on the web since Anything on our web site is quoted in US government dollars. Currency

Converter. Quantity discounts available. Copyright: , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Electric Trailer Brake
Controller Install. Multi-Tow Trailer Wiring Connectors. Cargo Management. Interior Auto
Accessories. Automotive Lighting. Exterior Accessories. Towing Accessories. Truck Bed
Tonneau Covers. Not sure which wires attach to what on your trailer connectors? Check out or
trailer wiring diagrams for a quick reference on trailer wiring. The below information is for
reference and is commonly used throughout the industry, but can vary depending on who built
the trailer. You can use a circuit tester to verify connections. Trailer electrical connectors come
in a variety of shapes and sizes. The basic purpose remains the same whether your truck and
trailer is using a 4-way, 5-way, 6-way or 7-way connector. By law, trailer lighting must be
connected into the tow vehicle's wiring system to provide trailer running lights, turn signals and
brake lights. This is accomplished by tapping into the tow vehicle's electrical harness to
transfer power to the trailer wiring system. Trailer connectors are used between the two to allow
disengagement when not towing. Various styles of connectors are available with four to seven
pins to allow transfer of power for the lighting as well as auxiliary functions such as electric
trailer brake control , backup lights etc. The trailer wiring diagrams listed below, should help
identify any wiring issues you may have with your trailer. When shopping for trailer connectors
remember that the male end is mounted on the vehicle side and the female on the trailer side.
As the name implies, they use four wires to carry out the vital lighting functions. The four wires
control the turn signals, brake lights and taillights or running lights. They also provide a wire for
a ground connection. They have the same electrical functions, but they do have a few
differences. The image below shows the connector from the back side, where the 4-wires are
attached with screws. Typically made from die-cast metal construction, they offer a concealed
terminal with a dust cover for protection against the elements. They can be purchased as a
standalone plug for the truck or trailer, or as a complete loop with both the plug and the socket
included. They often use bonded wires for a reliable connection and have rubber construction
to protect against the elements. The wiring is very similar, the only difference is the 5-way will
have an extra blue auxiliary wire that is often used for backup lights. Having problems with your
trailer wiring? Eliminate hours of frustration by using our trailer testing equipment and quickly
identify problems in the wiring of the trailer. They also have one wire for trailer brakes and one
wire for a battery connection. These additional wires allow a for trailer brake controller to be
installed and a connection between the vehicle's power supply and a volt battery for a
breakaway kit or an additional auxiliary power source. They supply power to the taillights, turn
signals, brake lights, trailer brakes , reverse lights, auxiliary power and include a ground
connection. They come in two variations, 7-Way round and 7-way with RV Blades. They look
similar, but it is important to verify which one you have before replacing it. The blade style is
very common and will have small blades that are used for the connection. The round style has
small round pins that are used to connect the two. Trailer End - As viewed from front face of
7-way connector with molded on cable. Below is an image of a trailer wiring diamgram that is
very helpful to reference. Be sure to check out our trailer tips on how to wire a trailer and
troubleshooting trailer lights. Blog Login Account Cart. Trailer Parts. Trailer Wiring and
Electrical. Trailer Wiring Diagram. Trailer Connectors. Trailer Wiring Videos. Car End As viewed
from front face of 6 way connector with molded on cable. Car End As viewed from core back
side where wires are attached with screws. View Details. Need Help Finding the Right Product?
Call for immediate assistance. Narva 7 and 12 pin trailer connectors comply with all relevant
ADRs. Flat connectors comply with Australian Standards AS Large and small round connectors
comply with AS while Heavy duty connectors meet the AS standard as required for vehicles and
trailers over 3. Available in either bulk or blister packaging, the range features plugs, sockets
and adaptors in metal or ABS housings with brass or nickel plated brass terminals. Large and
small round connectors comply with AS Flat connectors comply with Australian Standard AS
These connectors are rated at 40A continuous duty. Pin number 1 is self grounded die cast only
with a peak rating of 70A and accepts wire sizes from 4â€”8mm2. Whilst ABS has 5 pins, EBS
requires two additional contacts 7 total pins to permit the exchange of data between cab and
trailer to optimise the braking effect. The plugs are connected to the sockets with a steel latch
to avoid accidental disconnection. The sockets are provided with a plug expulsion system in
case the plug is incorrectly connected. Mechanical resistance and watertightness guarantee an
efficient and reliable electrical connection. Hea
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vy-duty connectors meet the AS standard as required for vehicles and trailers over 3. Get
product news and promotions based on your preferences and registered devices. Learn about

our email privacy. Without the most up-to-date browser, you may have problems loading pages
or experiencing newer website features. We recommend browsing our Narva website using the
latest version of Chrome. For instructions on how to upgrade visit Google Chrome If you require
support, please email info narva. Search Lamps See Ezy. Merchandising Trade. Your browser
either doesn't support Javascript or has Javascript disabled. Some features of our site require
Javascript to function correctly. To get the full experience, please enable Javscript in your
browser. Trailer Plug Wiring Guide. Cable Entry. Stay connected Get product news and
promotions based on your preferences and registered devices. Find a Stockist Search.
Products Electrical Lighting. Catalogue Narva Catalogue. About Narva Who We Are. Who we
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